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Azile 4.5
Author: Tom Bender
Cost: Shareware $5
Kind:    Conversation maker/pseudo psychiatrist!

Azile puts you on the patient couch of a certain crotchety psychiatrist. Tell the doctor your 
problems, and you’re sure to get a response. 

Breaker 1.0.1
Author: Tom Spreen
Cost: Shareware $10
Kind:    Arcade
 
Breaker is probably best described as a kind of cross between Centipede and Pac-Man.    It's 
got cute colour graphics, fast & furious game play (things SPEED UP as your score 
increases), and lots of funky, noisy little sounds.

Lost in New York
Author: Neil deMause
Cost: Shareware $12
Kind:    Text Adventure 

Lost in New York is a text game that takes you, the player, on a tript through New York. Can 
be quite interesting.....

Pyramid 1.0
Author: MagiCastle
Cost:
Kind: Strategy



The object of Pyramid is to build a complete pyramid from randomly drawn blocks. You must 
match the hieroglyphics along each side of the blocks in order to place them together. 
Continue playing by stacking them up on the next level of the pyramid. If you can reach the 
top, you win! Beautiful graphics and very addicting gameplay.

Avara 1.0.0
Author: Juri Munkki/Ambrosia
Cost: Shareware $20
Kind:    Arcade/Network game

The latest from shareware veterans Juri Munkki and Ambrosia!    Avara is a fantastically 
detailed game that features true 3D graphics, first person perspective, true freedom of 
motion (running, jumping, climbing, crouching, etc), and newtork play (LAN as well as TCP/IP 
possible with mere modem connections). Just give it a try, and then play against thousands 
across the net!

ShatterBrat 1.0.0
Author: Antennahead
Cost: Shareware $12
Note: requires 040 with FPU or PowerMac
Kind:    Arcade

Shoot the bats, avoid the nefarious Mister Bob, collect the powerups, become disoriented, 
race the clock, experience a panic response. Requires any 68040 (with FPU), runs insanely 
great on PowerMacs.

Marble Mania 1.1
Author: Shane Smith
Cost: Shareware $7
Kind:    Strategy

A fully networkable fast-paced strategy arcade game! Part Tetris, part Minesweeper, 
beautiful graphics, great game play, and the ability to play opponents over the ‘net!

Meat Gone Bad 2.1
Author: CereberaSoft
Cost: Shareware $5
Kind:    Arcade

Meat Gone Bad is a fun shoot-'em-up game for all ages.    Simple game play, colorful and 
kooky graphics, and great background music and sounds all add to the gameplay.    It 
features 256 colors, smooth animation, MOD music playback, 4 channel sound, and more!

Sprinkler 1.0
Author: Abduction
Cost: Shareware
Kind:    Creativity



Sprinkler, is a one-of-kind program that lets you create the most fun,outrageous,wacky 
pictures EVER! It has tons of tools that will let you sprinkle, shoot, staple, and burn your 
pictures. It has over 25 different wacky tools for your disposal. Great for *all* ages!

Pipeline Surfing 1.1
Author: Xenogenesis Software
Cost: Shareware $10
Kind: Arcade

Pipeline is surfing with an arcade look and feel.    You can cut up and down the wave, pump 
forward, jump, spin, get in the tube, and roll in the curl.    You get points for all these as well 
as 75 and 100 point bonus coins that pop-up during your run that you can jump up to, pump 
over, or cut into.    Your points rack up like a slot machine while your in the tube but get too 
deep and you'll wipeout. 

Musket Fire Demo 1.1.2
Author: Owen Gwynne
Cost: Shareware: $10
Kind: Strategy/Wargame

Finally, a Napoleonic simulation game for the Mac.    If you ever wanted to play a Napoleonic 
game on the Mac but could never find one here it is.    This game has the same 3-D look of all
popular Napoleonic strategy games.    You can move each brigade, change formation, and 
facing.    Have lines of infantry fire massed volleys at the enemy.    Charge cavalry columns to
take tactical positions.    Mass artillery to pound your enemies.

Droids 1.0
Author: Colleen Wirth
Cost: Shareware: $15
Kind: Stratgey/Arcade

From the creators of Frog Xing comes Droids, a strategy game where you single-handedly 
battle against androids to regain control of the planet. Very addictive game that gets harder 
as it goes!

Classic Gin Rummy
Author: Soul Fry
Cost: Shareware $2-$14
Kind Card Game

With a clean, uncluttered, and true-to-life interface, play against the mere wimp of a Gin 
player featured in this unregistered version (but don't take it personally if you still lose). 
Then spring for the fully-registered version ($12 or $14 depending on delivery method) and 
take on a "regular guy," or a merciless, cold, calculating opponent whose only purpose in life
is to strip you and your family of all dignity.



MineSweeper 2.6
Author: Shane Smith
Cost: Shareware $5
Kind:    Strategy 

Latest version of this now-classic shareware game. Simple concept, nice implementation.

Toy Box 1.0
Author: Patricia Lillie
Cost: Freeware
Kind: Childrens’ Games

Two childrens’ games in one package. PowerPC native and 68k native versions both 
enclosed.

Word Tracer 1.0
Author: Bob Uskali
Shareware: $10
Kind:    Word Game

Find as many words as possible in the playing board within the allotted    time.    Adjacent 
letters only are selected without being repeated.    This game features great graphics, a 
60,000 word game dictionary,    multiple board sizes, high scores list, dictionary editing, and 
built-in instructions.    This game is a must for any word game player.

Property 1.0
Author: Graham Loader
Cost: Beerware
Kind: Board game

Property is a version of a familiar property board game simulation.    This version is based on 
the Reading area and has been created using THINK C by Graham Loader.

Skittles 1.0.6
Author: John Stiles
Cost: Shareware $20
Kind: Action/Strategy

Skittles is an action/puzzle game for one or two players! You control genetically altered 
Skittles which fall from the sky, trying to keep them from stacking up to the top of the 
screen.


